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Notes

- Going to give a report in REFEDS at CERN in 28 Nov: https://refeds.org/34th-meeting-november-2016

- walked through the wireframe document: https://docs.google.com/document/d/15v65wJvRwTSQKViep_gGuEvxL3UJbaOX5o9eLtsyBl/edit#
  
  * stick to CSP as the term used to refer to IdM/IdP.
  * add a section on terms and definitions
  * Identity concept – unique: “the Home organisation … is able to reach them”. Remove this requirement from Identity concept (this is not about uniqueness). Try to find a better place to inject it to (for instance, attribute freshness) or make it a separate value somewhere
  * ID proofing – don’t adopt “federation baseline” as the baselines vary federation by federation
  * include credential delivery to identity proofing. Mikael will study what sections from Kantara SAC and eIDAS Loa could be adopted
  * authentication – single factor: IGTF requires Kantara AL2 and “[…] an ongoing relationship exists sufficient to ensure the [user’s] continued personal possession of the shared secret.”
  * authentication – multi-factor: it is reasonable to link to REFEDS MFA profile

- next vc: 17 October at 13:30-14:30 (UTC), 15:30-16:30 (CEST), 8:30-9:30 (CDT)